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Painter Identification Based On Their Paintings

Priya Prakashbhai Patel
x20119097

Abstract

With the digitization of paintings and creation of vast online libraries containing
paintings of different painters the classification of paintings has never been more
important than now. To do these various techniques are used such as computer
vision and Artificial intelligence are used. Previously the classification of painters
was done by experts in the field but in this paper tries to classify these painters
by Implementing Convolution Neural Network (CNN) models. Also, the work that
is already done is in the classification of paintings is vastly based on the style of
paintings rather than the painters that created then. So, this paper will focus on
the classification of painters. There are five models implemented and compared in
the paper. Out of all models pretrained ResNet50 with imagenet weights as base
weights and adding more layers on it had the highest accuracy of 85.38 percent.

Keywords - Convolution Neural Network, imagenet, Classification, Alexnet, Res-
Net50

1 Introduction

1.1 Background Research

Nowadays a lot of work is done in the digitization of artwork form their physical form.
High-definition images of artworks are available online of everyone from all kinds of
artist(Agarwal et al.; 2015). These works are then classified into genre, style, and other
classes. But this work done in classification is slow and tedious. Hence, most of these
artworks are still not classified yet. This shows that an automated system is required to
make the process quicker and more efficient.
In these few years, due to efforts by everyone there have been some formation of digital
libraries(Kelek et al.; 2019a). There is information on the genre, style, and artist of each
of these pieces of art. Experts usually identify this information based on the artists,
genre, or style that they are familiar with. But there is still a lot of information online to
still be classified. Some art historian noted that there is metadata connected with these
artworks(Saleh and Elgammal; 2015).
Machine learning approaches including image identification, object detection, and feature
extraction have gained a lot of momentum in the field of computational vision in recent
years(Khan and Al-Habsi; 2020). Convolution neural network (CNN) is a deep learning
technique that is widely and popularly used in image processing, and it have developed
models and related libraries that give the best results in the field of image processing
(Seo and Shin; 2018).
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1.2 Motivation

The major motivation for doing this project is to make a machine learning model and
to test and compare with already made models to find the best models to make the task
of automation to classification of painters faster. As, currently this is done by industry
professional which takes a very long amount of time. Making this task faster will make
the creation of online libraries faster and these artworks will be available to everyone and
that will help in conservation and preservation of these artworks.

1.3 Research Question

“To what extent can Machine learning identify and predict a painter based on their
paintings using Convolution neural network (CNN) models”

1.4 Objectives

The major objective of this project is to build and compare machine learning models for
the classification and prediction of painters based on paintings. Some other objectives
are to critically review papers and works that are done in the same or similar field.

1.5 Contribution

The major contribution of this project is towards the help of creation of an online library
with their associated details. Other is to evaluate and compare different Machine learning
models to find the best models to classify the paintings based in their painters.

2 Related Work

Researchers have been experimenting with computer vision as technology has advanced.
This involves computer vision-based painting categorization work. However, because tra-
ditional machine learning models cannot extract exact information about the paintings
due to a lack of brush stroke expertise, the role performed by them becomes irrelevant
(Johnson et al.; 2008). In a paper by (Banerji and Sinha; 2016) they discussed the use
of cnn to extract the features. And use of all kinds of layers to identify the beat of them
to be used in the classification of paintings. Kim et al. (2019) research was centered on
the visualization of information about the depth of brushstrokes. Because brushstrokes
are so important, it was a very useful parameter that might aid improve the model’s
accuracy. They developed a novel data use technique called Reflectance Transformation
Imaging (RTI).
(Nunez-Garcia et al.; 2018) has also researched the categorization of painting genres. His
work is centered on extracting the most important aspects of a picture. By combining
the characteristics in the framework of an algorithm, the study employs Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) to classify paintings into seven distinct genres.(Pirrone et al.; 2009)
worked on their study using the WikiArt dataset. Style, artists, genre, date, and other
details are included in the WikiArt dataset. Converting visual data to numerical data is
one of the most difficult aspects of image processing. Several techniques, including HOG,
SIFT, and CNN-derived features, were employed to accomplish this. After transforming
the data to numerical form, multiple methods were utilized to extract the characteristics
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from the data.
(Arora and Elgammal; 2012) used many categorization algorithms to automate the clas-
sification of fine art categories. This problem was solved by unsupervised learning. They
employed intermediate features called bag of words instead of low-level features such as
color, contrast, and brightness (BOW). SVM classifier was utilized in this research. (Liu
and Jiang; 2014) divided traditional Chinese paintings into two groups. School of free
style sketch and school of careful art were the two classes. They employed feature ex-
traction approaches to recognize and classify images using SVM. For feature extraction,
categorization, and data production, they employed a variety of methodologies.
In order to complete this challenge, (Chen et al.; 2017) applied supervised learning ap-
proaches. He did this by using color characteristics and multi-view appearance on the
Mogao Grottoes dataset, and he was able to outperform others. They developed a hypo-
thesis based on the idea that a painting style and era may be determined using multi-view
and color attributes. (Zujovic et al.; 2009) undertook a similar endeavor of categorizing
paintings by genre. This categorization was based on two basic characteristics. Color
values (Hue, Saturation, and Value) and Gray-scale characteristics (Gabor filters and
edges) were the features in question. This study employed both Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANNs) and classic approaches (SVM, KNN, Nave Bayes, AdaBoost). The use of
many features produced a better result, although each iteration increased the runtime.
Although the findings vary owing to the dataset’s volatility in terms of size and quality,
Genetic algorithms (GAs) based on the Weighted Nearest Neighbor (WNN) classifier and
deep RBMs outperform other classifiers, according to (Levy et al.; 2014). And it has a
precision of up to 90 percent.(Jangtjik et al.; 2017)te used Long Short Term Memory to
divide the pictures into numerous patches in order to analyze the correlation between the
patches (LSTM). Their research focuses on categorizing writers based on the photographs
of their paintings that are available online. They presented a CNN-LSTM model that
would assign numerous labels to a given image, as well as a fusion approach that would
determine the quality of each layer of patches. These two approaches were combined to
provide a unique result.
In a research by (Cetinic and Grgic; 2013), the style of an individual artist was identified
by extracting unique traits of distinct paintings. Support Vector Machine (SVM), Nave
Bayes, Multi-layer Perceptron, and Random Forest were utilized to find measurable as-
pects of an image that were represented by a collection of global image attributes. Each
artist’s painting was represented by 25 pictures in the dataset. Using MLP, they were
able to reach approximately 75 percent of accuracy. The CNNs were used to classify
Chinese ink wash painting (IWP). Brushstrokes were extracted using CNN. This was
used to replace the frequently utilized way of analyzing color and edges. In a study by
(Sun et al.; 2015).
(Kelek et al.; 2019b) addressed the use of Deep Neural Networks to identify painters using
online photographs of paintings. Using DenseNet, they were able to attain an accuracy
of roughly 80 percent. In addition to GoogleNet, ResNet50, ResNet101, and Inceptionv3,
they employed ResNet50, ResNet101, and Inceptionv3. However, they only employed a
tiny dataset of 46 paintings by 17 different painters. A bigger dataset is known to improve
the performance of CNNs. As a result, this study project will need a huge dataset of
roughly 500 photographs.
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3 Methodology

Figure 1: workflow diagram

The steps used in the implementation of this project are mentioned and explained below:

• Step 1: Data Collection
The dataset selected for this research project is “Best Artwork of All Times” from
Kaggle. It contains 8446 images from 50 different artists and an Artist table con-
taining information about those artists.

• Step 2: Data Preprocessing
Before using the raw data, preprocessing needs to be done.
First the unnecessary columns are removed. They are id, bio, and Wikipedia.
After that the years column is modified into birth year, death year, and their age.
Using the age column, the age of artist is binned into four age groups young adult,
early adult, adult, and senior.
After this class weight is assigned to each painter based on their number of paintings.
Next all the spaces in artist names are replaced with underscore to make all the
names uniform.

• Step 3: Exploratory Data Analysis

– The graph below shows the nationality of the painters present in the dataset.
It can be inferred that the majority of the painters were French.
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Figure 2: Nationality of painters

– The graph below shows the number of paintings by artist. From that we can
see that Vincent Van Gogh has the highest and Jackson Pollock has the least
number of paintings in the dataset.

Figure 3: Number of Paintings

– The graph below the bar plot of genres of paintings. It shows the frequency
of a genre occurring in the dataset. From that genre Post-Impressionism, Im-
pressionism, Baroque, and Northern Renaissance are the most frequent genre.
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Figure 4: Nationality of painters

– The graph below gives the analysis of age group which shows that all the
groups are evenly distributed. With adult and early adult having less percent
than young adult and senior

Figure 5: Painters Age Groups
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– The graph below shows the density plot of ages of painters. It shows that most
of the painters are around 70 years of age.

Figure 6: Painters Age Density

– The graph bellow shows the violin plot of the age group of paintings.

Figure 7: Paintings age groups

– The next plot shows the count of painting according to their genre and age
group. From that certain style of paintings were more famous with different
age groups.
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Figure 8: Paintings vs Genre

– The graph below shows the bar chart of paintings and age group according to
the style of their paintings.

Figure 9: Paintings Vs Age group

– The graph below shows the violin plot of paintings and genre according to
the nationality of the painters. It can be inferred that french painters prefer
impressionism genre of paintings.
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Figure 10: Genre of paintings

– The graph bellow shows the paintings Kde Plot System Analysis. It shows
that the most frequent values are around 100-150.

Figure 11: Paintings KDE Analysis

• Step 4: Finding the correct Machine learning models that best suits the
data
To find the models to be used one needs to find the nature of the data first. Here
our data is in image form. Once this is done what kind of problem needs to be
solved is to be known. Here is the problem of classification. Then models need to
be researched. For this project Deep learning CNN models are used as they are
capable at feature extraction in the hidden layers before passing through a dense
layer to perform classification.
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• Step 5: Training and testing all the models used
Once the data is preprocessed and all the models are selected to be applied. The
data needs to be divided into 3 groups for training and testing. These groups are
‘training data’, ‘validation data’ and ‘testing data’.
During the training phase of the process training and validation data is used and
the testing data should only be used to test the efficiency of the models.

• Step 6: Evaluation of models
There are multiple ways to evaluate models. Before evaluating these models some
key terms are to be known. These terms are described below:

– True Positive (TP): These are the values that are positive and predicted
positive.

– False Positive (FP): These are the values that are negative and predicted
positive.

– True Negative (TN): These are the values that are negative and predicted
negative.

– False Negative (FN): These are the values that are positive and predicted
negative.

Some keyways to evaluate a model are described below:

– Accuracy: It is the most famous way to evaluate a model. It is the ratio of
all true prediction and all the observations. It shows how many times does the
model predict the answer correctly

– Precision: It is the ratio of all the positive outcomes of the models i.e. all
the correct positive prediction by all the positive prediction.

– Recall/Sensitivity: It is the ratio of positive instances i.e. all correct positive
prediction by all positive observation in the dataset.
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– Specificity: It is the ratio of negative instances i.e. all correct negative
prediction by all negative observation in the dataset.

– F1 score: It is the harmonic mean of precision and recall

4 Design Specification

Figure 12: Three Tier Arhitecture

The architecture used for this project is 3-tier architecture. Where each layer represents
different areas of project. These layers are discussed below:
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• Tier 1: Presentation tier
It is the final tier in the in the architecture. Here the final output is presented using
visualization tools and libraries. Libraries like matplotlib, plotly, seaborn are used
in this layer to have visually pleasing graphs and charts. Some prediction percent
and some actual predictions are also shown in this layer.

• Tier 2: Application tier
Also, known as Business logic tier or logical tier. Here all the logical processing is
done. All the data processing, data augmentation and CNN models are applied to
the data. Libraries like tensorflow, keras, etc. are used

• Tier 3: Database tier
In this tier data files are stored. The application tier interacts with this tier to
obtain the data needed. Paths to these files are given in the code to connect to
these files.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

You will of course want to discuss the implementation of the proposed solution. Only the
final stage of the implementation should be described.

It should describe the outputs produced, e.g. transformed data, code written, models
developed, questionnaires administered. The description should also include what tools
and languages you used to produce the outputs. This section must not contain code
listing or user manual description.

5.1 Model 1: Convolution Neural Network(CNN)

5.1.1 Implementation

CNN is one of the most Used Image classification Algorithm now. It is because it is very
good ad feature extraction through the hidden layers in the model. On leach layer some
features are extracted and thus it does a very good job at image classification. Before
implementation if this model some data augmentation is done. For these images are
randomly flipped, rotated, zoomed, translated, and changed their contrast. The figure
shows the augmentation of the data.
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Figure 13: Image Data Augmented

The model summary shows the model outline. For the activation function in dense
layer Rectified Linear unit (relu) is used. With momentum of 0.1 RMSprop optimizer is
also used. To calculate the loss SparseCategoricalrossentropy function is used.
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Figure 14: Model Summary

5.1.2 Evaluation

For the evaluation of the model Accuracy was taken in consideration. from that we got
an accuracy of 38.98 percent and validation accuracy of 28.66 percent.

The graphs bellow shows the training accuracy and loss function of the model. From
that we can see that the Accuracy in increasing while the loss is decreasing.
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5.2 Model 2: Alexnet

Alexnet is a deep convolution neural network that has 11 layers of which 5 are convolution
and 3 are fully connected layers.
The Overlapping Max Pooling layers, come after the first two Convolutional layers. Direct
connections exist between the third, fourth, and fifth convolutional layers. The output of
the fifth convolutional layer is fed into a sequence of two fully connected layers through
an Overlapping Max Pooling layer. Relu activation function is then applied to fifth layer.
Normalization layer is also applied to second convolution layer.

Figure 15: AlexNet architecture

5.2.1 Implementation

For the implementation of this model the images size needed to be set. It was (227,227).
After that a batch size of 32 was assigned to the model. 5913 out of 8446 images were
used for training. 2553 images are for validation. A total of 30 epochs are runned for the
model

5.2.2 Evaluation

The accuracy of the model gained was 62.39 percent and loss function was 1.32. the graph
below shows the training curve of accuracy and loss function. As accuracy is increasing
the loss is decreasing and accuracy is increasing but validation function is getting flat.
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5.3 Model 3: ResNet-50 with imagent Weights

Resnet is a type of Resnet model with 50 layers out of which 48 are convolution layer, 1
Maxpooling layer and 1 Average Pooling layer. The image below shows Resnet architec-
ture with different layers of which 50 layers are used. It also shows that Floating points
operation are 3.8 X 109̂.

Figure 16: ResNet50 Architecture

5.3.1 Implementation

The batch size taken for the model is 64. And input shape is (224,224,3). For the
weights of ResNet model imagenet weights are used. Output layer has softmax activation
function. For the optimizer function adam is used with learning rate of 0.0001 and loss
function of categorical crossentropy. And a total of 30 epochs are runned.

5.3.2 Evaluation

The accuracy gained of training data was 99.59 percent and test data accuracy was 85.38
percent. Some random images are taken to the model are their painters are predicted. It
is shown below:
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Figure 17: Training data Accuracy

Figure 18: Testing data Accuracy

5.4 Model 4: ResNet-50 With Xception layer

5.4.1 Implementation

The Xception model is same as the model above but with an xceprion layer between the
model. Below is the model summary of this model:
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Figure 19: Model Summary

5.4.2 Evaluation

The Accuracy we got from this model is 83.21 percent.

Figure 20: Model Summary

5.5 Model 5: Resnet-50 fine-tuned

5.5.1 Implementation

The images are first augmented randomly using a random transform function. The input
figure size is (224,224,3) and the batch size is 16. The activation function used is Relu.
And output activation function is Softmax. loss function of categorical crossentropy. For
the optimizer function adam is used with learning rate of 0.0001. A total of 50 epochs
are runned.
The image below shows an example of image augmentation that is done by the model.
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Figure 21: Augmented Images

5.5.2 Evaluation

The accuracy of the test data 80.11 percent. And the accuracy of train data was 93.20
percent. Moreover, confusion matrix was also presented, and a classification report is
also shown down below. Also, the training graphs are also shown below:

Figure 22: Training graphs
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Figure 23: Confusion Matrix

Figure 24: Classification Report

The images below also shows the actual prediction done by the model on test data as
well as images taken from the internet.
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Figure 25: Classification Report

Figure 26: Classification Report

Figure 27: Classification Report
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Figure 28: Classification Report

5.6 Implemented Model Comparison

The Table below shows the comparison between all the models implemented. From that
the accuracy of Pretrained ResNet-50 model is the highest at 85.38 percent

Figure 29: Comparison of all the models implemented

5.7 Previously Implemented models comparison

The table below shows the comparison between all the models that are discussed in the
paper:
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Figure 30: Comparison of previoulsy implemented models

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The main goal of the project to use CNNs to identify painters based on their paintings
was successfully completed by implementation of a resnet50 model with imagenet weights
that gave an accuracy of 85.38 percent.
Furthermore, pretrained and non-pretrained models were compared and it was found that
the pretrained models do a much better job at predicting paintings in this criterion. For
evaluation of this model’s accuracy was the main criteria. It was also seen that certain
artists have clear styles and signatures and were better to predict than those artists who
have worked in many different styles.
In this paper, the classification of paintings with their painters is a versatile task and
many different techniques can be used to do this task. In this paper, CNNs were used
but other techniques such as transfer learning and Template matching can also be used
to do this task.
Currently, the data that was used had very clear images and the dataset has been properly
labeled in future work not so complete dataset can be used. In addition to this users can
input images to the program and directly get the artist should be an interesting project
to work on.
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